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ROCK ISLAND PLOW CO. ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Double Disk in One Trip over the Field

6, 7, and 8-Ft. Cut 16 or 18-Inch

Discs

Rock Island No. 36 Tandem Attachment for Disc Harrows

THE ROCK ISLAND Tandem Attachment for

Disc Harrows is strong and durable, easily

attached, and will mean a great saving to your
customer in preparing his land.

By the use of the Rock Island Tandem
Attachment he is able to double disk land in

one trip over the field a saving in labor cost,

and a great advantage when a late season

necessitates the hurried preparation of the

ground for planting.

It leaves the land perfectly level and in an

ideal condition for a seed bed. This means

the earlier germination of seed and a stronger

and more thrifty crop, which will add to his

profit at harvest.

The Rock Island Tandem Attachment is

capable of the hardest usage, and works suc-

cessfully under the most adverse conditions.

The frame is angle and bar steel, well braced,

very strong, and rigid.

The attachment is equipped with two levers

which give independent adjustment of the

gangs. They may be set for working at differ-

ent angles, if ever so desired.

The pivoting point of the frame is directly

under the seat. This makes possible a quick
turn in as short a radius as when using a single

harrow, and permits closer working up to the

corners.

The bearings used on the Rock Island Tan-

dem are of the same type as those used on the

regular harrows.

Tandem Attachment for

Bonanza and Defiance Disc Harrows with Steel Stub Tongue and Oscillating Scrapers

TRADE NUMBER
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ROCK ISLAND PLOW CO. ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Lever Controlled Tractor Disc Harrows

No. 376, 7, and 8-Ft. Cut

Rock Island No. 37 Tractor Disc Harrow

THE Rock Island No. 37 Tractor Disc Harrow

will work behind any make of tractor. It is

so evenly balanced and correctly designed for

adapting itself to the varying conditions of the

ground that a very thorough job of disking is

done.

The No. 37 is truly a one-man tractor disc

harrow. It is absolutely under control of the

tractor operator at all times, whether in motion

or standing still, without the necessity of the

operator leaving the cab.

Three Levers Operated from Tractor
Control the Discs

The center lever controls the right and left

sections of the front harrow, while the levers

on the right and left side control the right and

left sections of the rear harrow. It is absolutely

necessary under certain conditions to be able

to adjust the angle of rear harrow less than the

angle of the front harrow. This can be done in-

stantly with the No. 37.

Your customers will appreciate this one-man

control in the spring of the year, when the

ground is in a moist or wet condition. Then

the angle of the discs must necessarily be

changed frequently in order to pull through.
With the Rock Island No. 37 he can quickly
set discs at any angle without leaving the

tractor or stopping the engine.

In a wet field, after the tractor loses its trac-

tion, he does not have to depend on the tractor

to angle the discs or take out the angle by stop-

ping and backing up. With the Rock Island

lever control he simply eases the load by taking

the angle out with the levers.

Independent Flexible Gangs
The extreme flexibility in both front and

rear gangs is an exclusive feature with the

No. 37.

The rear frame runs forward, over the top
of the front frame, and is connected to the

draw bar of the tractor, while the frame of the

front harrow is pivoted both laterally and ver-

tically to the rear frame.

This connection is the same as though the

front and rear harrows were being pulled inde-

pendently. Thus either section can turn

independently, and each section is also flexi-

ble vertically. This is an exclusive, patented
feature.
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Oscillating

Scrapers

ROCK ISLAND PLOW CO. ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

ROCK ISLAND No. 37 TRACTOR DISC HARROW Continued

built of angle and flat high carbon stock

in a triangular shape the strongest pos-

sible construction. Yet to give it still

further strength, the rear frame is cross-

braced with heavy steel braces. These also

form supports for the connections of the

rear gangs.

The entire harrow is built of steel,

except the boxings, spools and a few con-

necting castings.

Plenty of Clearance

The No. 37 tractor disc has ample clear-

ance under both harrows it saves time

and lessens the draft. You do not have to

stop to pull trash and weeds from under the

frame. This also means lighter draft, for

you will not be pulling excess weight.

Both sections have exceptionally high frames.

Gangs Can Be Used Independently
If for any reason you want to use the front

or rear harrow independently of the other,

disconnect either one.

Three Sizes 6-ft., 7-ft., and 8-ft.

The No. 37 is made in three sizes 6-ft., 7-ft.

and 8-ft. cut. Ordinarily the 6-ft. cut is recom-

mended for tractors having 5 to 6 H.P. on

draw-bar; 7-ft. harrows for tractors having 6

to 8 H.P. on draw-bar, and the 8-ft. size for

tractors with draw-bar pull of 8 H.P. and over.

Varying soil conditions, however, do not make

this a set rule.

Either 16 or 18-in. solid discs can be fur-

nished.

Adjustable Hitch

The hitch on the No. 37 is adjustable in

length as well as in height, and can be used

with all makes of tractors, being especially

adapted for use behind the smaller type.

Weight Boxes

Weight boxes are furnished as regular equip-

ment for front harrow and as extra equipment

for rear harrow. On both harrows they are

mounted directly over discs centrally on gang,

insuring even penetration at all times.

short as any tractor, yet it is impossible for

the front discs to cut into the rear ones, as

both gangs turn independently.

Rock Island Oscillating Scrapers
The famous Rock Island Oscillating Scraper

is furnished regularly on the No. 37, and is

known universally as "the scraper that really

scrapes." The scraper blades are made of

spring steel, almost impossible to break, and

always spring back to position. One scraper

can be taken off without removing the others.

They are made right and left, which permits

the cutting edge to conform with angle of disc.

This scraper keeps the center of disc clean,

which is all that is necessary under ordinary

conditions, but in severe conditions, by means

of a rope, can be oscillated the same as on a

horse-drawn harrow.

Built Strong

Any implement to be used behind a tractor

must be built to stand hard usage. This fact

is given careful consideration in the Rock Is-

land No. 37. It is built comparatively light in

weight, but is so constructed that it meets

every requirement and withstands heavy trac-

tor work.

The front frame is angle steel securely riv-

eted, while the frame for the rear harrow is
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ROCK ISLAND No. 37 TRACTOR DISC HARROW-Continued

Rock Island No. 37 Equipped as a Horse-Drawn Disc Harrow

Bearings
The boxings are equipped with the famous

Rock Island maple-wood bearings boiled in oil.

Each boxing has a hard oil cup, placed suffi-

ciently high to keep it out of the dirt and pre-
vent it from working off. The wood boxings
take the end thrust of the discs.

Bearings Used on Rock Island Disc Harrows

Transport Trucks
Transport trucks are especially useful for

pulling the harrow over roads or from one
field to another. They raise the discs clear of
the ground, saving both discs and road. They
can be furnished at slight additional cost.

Easily Converted Into a Horse-
Drawn Disc Harrow

The front section of the No. 37 harrow can
be detached and converted into a horse-drawn
harrow by ordering a seat attachment. When
used as a horse-drawn harrow a fore-carriage
must be used.



ROCK ISLAND PLOW CO. ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Rock Island Drag Harrows

Harrow with 5 Bars

Rock Island U-Bar Steel Lever Harrow

ROCK ISLAND U-Bar Steel Lever Har-

rows have the strength, without unneces-

sary weight, to get right down to work

and keep at it with minimum breakage

or loss of teeth in the hardest kind of soil

conditions.

One big reason for the satisfaction

given by the Rock Island U-Bar Harrow

is the method of attaching the teeth. The

teeth are clamped and bolted securely to

the U-Bar. They are headed, making it

almost an impossibility to lose any teeth.

These teeth may be lowered when they

wear down or to give different depths of penetra-

tion, may be turned around to present a new

sharp-cutting edge or removed entirely

for sharpening.

The teeth can be set forward for deeper

work or set back to insure more steady

and level running. The saw-tooth ratchet

permits unusually close adjustment.

Steel runners are fitted to each cor-

ner of the section. When the levers are

thrown to their extreme forward position

for transporting, the teeth are lifted off the

ground and the shoes carry the entire har-

row. There are no bars below the harrow

to gather trash or to clog when at work.

Five-bar sections have 25, 30 and 35

square teeth to the section.

Specifications

Open End.

Extra Bent Levers for Orchard Work.

&' Steel Teeth.

Complete with Eveners.

TRADE NUMBER
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Rock Island Drag Harrows

U-Bar, Guarded End

Rock Island Guarded-End, Steel Lever, U-Bar Harrow
EXTREME strength and a great degree of flexi-

bility are distinguishing features of the Rock
Island Guarded End, Steel Lever Harrow. The
tooth bars extend through the 2^-inch channel
steel end bars, and are securely fastened by the
use of heavy steel washers and spring cotters.

Flanges of the end bars extend out, protecting
the tooth bars and preventing their catching
on obstructions.

Heavy corner malleable braces hold the har-
row square at all times without interfering with
its flexibility.

The levers are equipped with relief or cush-
ion springs which permit teeth to spring back
when striking an obstruction.

The Rock Island tooth clamp securely fas-

tens each tooth to tooth rail. The teeth cannot
get out of position.

Three hitch hooks are used instead of only
two distributing evenly throughout the harrow,
adding to its strength and durability.
Pendant links make it impossible for the

harrow to become uncoupled from the evener.

Specifications

Note Strong Corner Brace and Runner

TRADE NUMBER



OCK ISLAND PLOW CO.-ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Rock Island Drag Harrows

Made in 5-Bar only 40 Teeth to the Section

Rock Island Flexible Steel Harrow

THIS Rock Island Flexible Reversible Harrow

is made entirely of steel and malleable iron.

It is furnished in 40-tooth sections only,

with five pipe bars to each section. The teeth

extend through the bar and are securely fas-

tened by the forged shoulder below and the

nut on top.

This harrow is very flexible and conforms to

unevenness of the ground. It harrows all the

ground. By hitching to one end of the harrow,

the teeth slant back, making an ideal leveling

harrow. Hitching to the other end makes the

teeth stand vertical. Ever-ready, self-locking

hitch links are fastened to each end of sections.

No wrenches are required to change from a

leveling harrow to a vertical tooth harrow.

Teeth Slanting
Teeth Straight

Pipe-Bar Flexible Harrows -5-Rail, Square Teeth
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Rock Island Drag Harrows

Rock Island Wood Frame Lever Harrow

ROCK ISLAND Wood Frame Lever Harrows
are strong. The tooth bars are fastened to
frame bars by malleable cranks.

Throwing the lever to its extreme forward

position raises the points of all the teeth clear

of the ground, the end bars acting as runners,

preventing all rocking and jarring when moving
from field to field.

The bars are made of seasoned oak and are
riveted at each end tooth to prevent checking
or splitting. Teeth are square pointed, and 41
to the section.

Specifications

Wood bar, 5-rail, square end

Complete with eveners

Square Steel Teeth

TRADE NUMBER
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ROCK ISLAND EVENERS FOR DRAG HARROWS Continued

No. 27
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ROCK ISLAND EVENERS FOR DRAG HARROWS Continued

No. 60200 Tooth Steel Flexible, 25 ft.

T 1 i r
No. 61240 Tooth Steel Flexible, 30 ft.

Straight, One-Piece

Number



ROCK ISLAND PLOW CO. ROCK ISLAND, ILLINOIS

Rock Island Harrow Riding Attachment

Showing
Riding
Attachment

Making a

Turn

Rock Island Harrow Riding Attachment No. 2

THE Rock Island No. 2 Harrow Riding
Attachment can be used with practically any
size drag harrow. The method of attaching is

such that the operation of the levers is not

interfered with in any way.

The driver always faces the horses, no mat-

ter which way the wheels may be angled. The

moving back and forth of the axle does not

affect the seat. The platform for the seat is

composed of two circular plates. The lower

plate is bolted solidly to the axle. The seat

and foot rest are both fastened to the upper

plate, which can turn on the lower plate like

the fifth wheel of a wagon. An automatic

locking device prevents responding to slight

vibration of the harrow while the cart is being
drawn straight ahead, but permits the wheels

to angle either way while making a turn or

when either of the wheels strikes an obstruc-

tion, without disturbing the driver at all.

Wheels are 32 inches high and are set 30

inches apart, with an adjustment permitting

an expansion of four inches more. They have

3-inch concave tires, staggered spokes, and

dust-proof, removable boxes. Spring seat and

foot rest are both adjustable.

Specifications

32-inch wheels.

Dust-proof removable boxes.

High carbon U-bar steel draw-bars.

Adjustable spring seat.


